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Support for next generation of the WebMap
--Web accessible CSVs
--Override service layer properties
Version 2.5 – September / October 2011

• Improved KML support
  - Extended Data
  - Network links with refresh parameters
  - Screen Overlays
Version 2.5 – September / October 2011

- Embeddable Gallery Widget

- HTML5 Cross Origin Resource Sharing

No Proxy
Version 2.5

- Token manager -- widget
Version 3.0 beta – September 2011

Everything in 2.5 + support for ArcGIS Server 10.1 new functionality

- Dynamic MapService

- Print Widget working with the 10.1 Print service

- Editor Enhancements
  - Editor tracking
  - Control over editor functionality
Research Areas

- CSS3 for improved map display and performance
  - Hardware accelerated on certain devices

- Canvas

- RasterLayer
Research Areas

• Web GL

• Web Workers
  - CPU Intensive Operations
  - (asynch data processing, client geometric operations)

• Table of contents view
• Dynamic build integration
  - Create single build layer across dojo and ArcGIS JSAPI for high performance applications